
THE ROSE WINDOW 
WESTVIEW BAPTIST CHURCH 
 
 
The History 
The memorial stained-glass window on the east wall of Westview Baptist Church is a 
rose window.  It was installed and dedicated in March, 1991. 
 
The window was designed and built, in his Burnaby studio, by Vancouver glass artist, 
Graham Scott.  We commissioned Graham because he'd already had experience studying 
and repairing liturgical glass in both Vancouver and Europe.  Through the generosity of 
the donor family members, the skill of the artist, and the work of skilled craftsmen of the 
congregation, we have been provided with this work of beauty and worship.  We are very 
grateful. 
 
The Theme  
Graham Scott visited the church at worship before he began the assignment.  He sensed a 
people who reach out to the world but who at the same time keep being drawn back to the 
centre through prayer and the cross.  He sought to express this with reverence in the 
design.  You will notice how the squares of the design move out, but then your eye  
comes to the purple.  The purple dissipates the solid wall so that the window melds in 
with it, making it a part of the church, not just something stuck there.  Purple is a royal 
colour and the colour that symbolizes suffering - and a rich dark colour that sends the eye 
back in.  It is drawn back in by the crosses to the centre - and that is where the light is.  
The clear crosses on the yellow field let in a lot of light.  They are Cross Botonnee, a 
historic design which has a 'Trinity' at the end of each arm.   
 
The Eight Medallions 
The eight medallions placed at the eight quadrants contain historic Christian symbols and 
you will notice that some, at the same time, could be said to represent us and our Powell 
River community.   
Fish - the 'ichthus' symbol, the secret sign of early persecuted Christians  
Tree - the tree of life, and Christ the true vine 
Boat - symbolizes the church, and resonates with gospel events  
Triangle - a very early symbol of the Trinity: Father, Son and Spirit 
Lyre - music and worship, important to our church 
Dove - the Holy Spirit who empowered Christ and empowers the church 
Lily - three or six petalled, a symbol of the Trinity 
Lamp - the Scriptures, a lamp to our feet and a light for our path 
 
A variety of techniques were used to produce the detail on the medallions.  Of first 
importance, the glass used is a thin layer of coloured glass on a thicker layer of clear 
glass.  This enables the artist to etch in detail by using sometimes acid, sometimes sand 
blasting, and for the finer detail a dremel, a fine drill with a diamond bit.  The acid gives 
a translucent effect, whilst the sand-blasting yields a mottled surface which reflects the 
light all ways.  The yellow detail such as the lily used a staining techinique.  This is 



actually the only true 'stained glass' in the window.  A red oxide stain was put on the clear 
glass and it was then fired at 900-1000F in a kiln, emitting toxic fumes but also fusing a 
fine layer of yellow stain to the surface. 
 
The Glass 
These are called "flash colours".  The glass used in the window is actually hand-blown!  
A colour bar at the end of the pipe is brought up to temperature then dipped into clear 
molten glass.  This bead is blown into the flask shape you've seen on documentaries.  It is 
then cut open and laid flat.  (Glass is very malleable when hot - obviously!)  The resulting 
material is a sheet of clear glass with a skin of bright colour on the top side.  If you look 
closely at the window, you will see that there are irregularities in the colour and 
thickness, which is a welcome mark of the authenticity of hand-blown glass.  The tiny air 
bubbles you see in the blue glass are also intentional, produced by adding small 
impurities such as sawdust when the glass is molten. 
 
Different places are known for the quality of their glass.  The red, purple and yellow 
glasses were brought from Germany, and the cobalt and green from Seattle. 
 
The Structure 
The window is made up of 132 individual pieces.  These are held in place by the 'leading'.  
This was made using a modern formulation with more trace metals added to the matrix to 
strengthen the lead.  The window is actually two half windows joined, a device that 
Graham has used only one other time.  On the outside, the window is protected by a clear 
lexan shield, similarly angled. 
 
Meditation and Worship 
After completing the window, Graham said it had been a blessing to him to do this work.  
It had drawn him back into the Bible and Christian history, and given him a sense of 
worship.  To use Graham's own words, "For some reason my own artistic path has 
charted a 'course of the spirit' for want of a better phrase, and I can only trace this back to 
the events and changes that took place in my life at this time.  Your window was one of 
these events." 
 
The window is designed to be seen from a distance, from every angle, at every time of 
day, in all seasons.  It is meant to be looked at and meditated on for a long time. 
 
Ascribe to the Lord, O mighty ones, 
ascribe to the Lord glory and strength. 
Ascribe to the Lord the glory due his name; 
worship the Lord in the splendour of his holiness. 
 
Psalm 29: 1 - 2 


